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Learn to tell time with &#x93;Clockodile&#x94;! Children can learn to tell time by using the movable

hands. Also included is the digital time on each spread. Turn the hands on the clock for a

&#x93;clickety-clackety&#x94; sound
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Fhiona Galloway has been a freelance illustrator for many years and has enjoyed illustrating for a

wide base of clients, including many children's publishers, which she loves. She lives in the west of

Scotland with her husband, daughter and giant schnauzer and when she's not working, likes to

spend time walking, watching films and reading. Jonathan Litton has written numerous children's

books in prose and verse. He loves using his science background to write about sea creatures,

space and saving the planet, but is also fond of penning stories about pirates, princesses and

picnics. When not writing, he can usually be found on his bike. --This text refers to an out of print or

unavailable edition of this title.

I like that the book teaches half past, quarter past, quarter to, etc. as those are typically harder

phrases for a child to get. It also includes the digital times in the bottom right for comparison. You

can check how you set the clock to the text as there is a small clock in the left side of the page

spread. Also like that the clock can be used without opening the book so it can be used for quizzing



on time or using in time projects.What I did not like was the book never taught that the short hand

pointed to the hour and the long hand to the minutes and that hours are listed first etc. This seems

like such basic things that I am surprised it was not outright taught in the text. Also did not teach

am/pm, 24 hours in a day, etc. This is why the book lost 2 stars.Also, our family schedule (and no

one else's I know about) matches the book's times in any way... I work evenings so our entire

schedule starts at 9:30 am not 7am. My friends work during the regular workday, so they get up

between 5-6am. But, I understand the book had to choose a general schedule time-frame to

reference to... so its only a minor issue. But it is something you should be aware of - that the

schedule will not match whatever you do at home.

Such a cute and entertaining book. My 7 year old wanted a clock to move for telling time and now

she enjoys reading this book to her little sister and being able to use the clock as a toy on its own

with the book closed.

Very cute book for those little ones interested in time....my 4 year old grandson likes to move the

hands.

This book is adorable and much bigger and sturdier than I had expected. A great way to introduce

telling time and clocks to little ones.

Great book!
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